A Cdc42 mutant specifically activated by intersectin.
The Rho family GTPase Cdc42 functions as a molecular switch and controls many fundamental cellular processes such as cytoskeletal regulation, cell polarity, and vesicular trafficking. Guanine nucleotide exchange factors of the Dbl family activate Cdc42 and other Rho GTPases by catalyzing the removal of bound GDP, allowing for GTP loading, and subsequent effector recognition ultimately leading to downstream signaling events. Analysis of existing structural data reveals that the Dbl exchange factor intersectin engages a strictly conserved GTPase residue of Cdc42 (tyrosine 32) in a unique mode with respect to all other visualized exchange factor-Rho GTPase interfaces. To investigate this differential binding architecture, we analyzed the role of tyrosine 32 of Cdc42 in binding, and stimulation by Dbl family exchange factors. Deletion of the hydroxyl side chain of tyrosine 32 substantially increases the affinity of Cdc42 for intersectin, yet severely cripples interaction with Dbs, a normally potent exchange factor of Cdc42. Moreover, Cdc42(Y32F) is exclusively activated by intersectin, while virtually unresponsive to other Cdc42-activating exchange factors in vitro and in vivo. Further, the structural determinants unique to intersectin, which permit selective recognition and concomitant stimulation of Cdc42(Y32F), have been defined. Cdc42 and other individual Rho GTPases receive input stimulatory signals from a multitude of Dbl exchange factors, and therefore, Cdc42(Y32F) could act as a valuable reagent for understanding the specific influence of ITSN on Cdc42-mediated signaling phenomena.